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Oregon dance troupe BodyVox brought a mixed bag of experience to the Lincoln Center stage 

on February 3. That is, the BodyVox concert was not just a dance experience, but thanks to 

added media, film in particular and great music choices, it was something more- an art 

experience. Dance was certainly at the center of the ten-piece performance, but BodyVox has 

added production touches that surprise, delight and enchant, and puts the group in a whole 

special class by themselves. 

 

The evening began with BodyVox co-founder and choreographer Jamey Hampton performing a 

solo piece to some hyper-active Paganini violin music- busy hands, busy violin, all in the space 

of a single spotlight. Then the company performed a sweet piece of fantasy- “Reverie,” with 

costumed reeds and flowers dancing in a timeless classical fashion, but with a twist of humor- 

the flowers end up upside down, their feet wriggling at the heads of the reeds like ears. 

Following was a showing of the BodyVox film “Deere John,” a humorous urban daydream of a 

male dancer interacting with a huge machine. The whimsical humor of the film mocked the 

formality of dance and succeeded in shifting the evening into another gear- one of changing 

artistic boundaries. 

 

Following was a romance dance, “Falling for Grace,” a white-hatted lead dancer leading a line of 

darker-suited “echoes” in his pursuit of a woman. But then BodyVox made another gear shift and 

presented the riveting “X-Axis,” a piece featuring twin male “dancers” intertwining on a single 

trapeze. Dressed in red tights and bare torsos, performers Daniel Kirk and Eric Skinner writhed 

together to create symmetrical body sculptures, all in a very slow, even-measured pace. Here the 

simple but effective lighting and the brilliant choice of music by Brian Eno increased the tension 

of the performance immeasurably. The first half finished as it began- with a solo performance by 

Lane Hunter to some intense, driving drums on the soundtrack. 

 

Okay, so I will admit to a little snobbishness. When the second half started with a huge white 

screen onto which silhouetted poses were being projected, I thought to myself that I have seen 

this trick before. But then the BodyVox performers stepped up to the screen, cut through it and 

stepped out, trashing the previous special effect. Then the four male dancers- all dressed in 

Devo-like uniforms- banded their legs together and did a hilarious step-dance to a Bobs version 

of the Talking Heads song “Psycho Killer.” What a riot! 

 

BodyVox then shifted gears again and showed the film “Case Studies from the Groat Center for 

Sleep Disorders,” a comedic look at the nocturnal activities of certain “cases,” including a 

couple- Hampton and company co-founder Ashley Roland- who intertwine and shift throughout 

the night. Then it went from film back to stage again with “Dormez Vous,” another piece about 

nocturnal activities, this time with dark-suited Brownie-type sprites emerging from another 

couple’s bed, urging the sleepers to dance.  

 

The final piece of the evening then was “Rip/Tide” that featured the entire company on stage 

with blurry film of a seashore in the background. By the end of the piece, the seashore had 



become more defined and as the dancers left the stage, they reappeared in the film- cavorting in 

the sand. The individuals each got screen time, then the performer themselves came on stage to 

receive applause. Now this is perhaps the very first time I can say I actually enjoyed the 

“introducing the band” portion of a concert. This was a slick and innovative way of effectively 

introducing the performers and just another reason to like BodyVox.  

 

The evening was full of action, the dance was captivating and even athletically-inspiring, the 

music was very effective and the use of film was brilliant. Add a wee little bit of devilish humor 

and you’ve got a dance troupe that delivers plenty- or is BodyVox an “art troupe?” 

 

More dance coming to the Lincoln Center: Contact, March 28 


